
CLUB CANOE VALLEE DU CHER (AVENTURE CANOE) - COMMITMENT OF THE TENANT AND HIS GROUP                     
- Date :          /       /            - Telephone :  
Noms :                                           - Prénoms :                                                                   - Nationalité :  

I take responsibility for the persons accompanying me and declare that they and I know how to swim more than 50 
metres. I acknowledge that I use the equipment of the Club Canoe Kayak de la Vallée du Cher (Aventure Canoe) under 
my sole responsibility and release the club in the event of personal injury, material damage or any other incident. In the 
event of loss or damage to equipment, I undertake to reimburse the amount indicated. (amounts posted at the club and 
on the website). I confirm that I am covered by personal liability insurance for myself and my dependants (this will be 
activated in the event of an incident). I confirm that I can swim at least 50 meters. I will be vigilant, wear life jackets and 
appropriate clothing for the weather. I undertake to disembark before each barrage (disembark on the right bank by 
going downstream (dangerous site). Children under 6 years of age are not accepted. Minors must be accompanied by 
at least one adult. Lastly, I declare that I will abide by all instructions given both in writing and verbally, as well as those 
detailed on the website and in the GCS.  
Safety rules: 
* No medical contraindications / Children under 6 not accepted - Must be able to swim more than 50 meters / 
Lifejacket compulsory - Do not bring valuables, canisters are not guaranteed watertight - Aventure Canoë is not 
responsible for loss or breakage by the renter or accompanying persons. The equipment rented by Aventure Canoë is 
intended solely for the use of the registered hirer; no subletting is possible. 
- Bring a telephone to contact our club in the event of a problem - Bring closed shoes - Respect the regulations in force: 
disembark upstream of each dam (on the right bank going down the river) and re-embark after the dam - 
Disembarkation is forbidden in the grounds of the Château de Chenonceaux and certain private areas such as the Ile du 
Moulin Fort upstream of the Chisseaux dam. 
- Do not cross weirs, spillways, dams, waterfalls - Be vigilant when crossing bridges, watch out for arches: trunks, 
submerged branches... 
- Practice self-social safety: you navigate under your own responsibility and must help each other in the event of 
capsizing - Bring water, snacks, sun protection, cap, sunglasses, clothing suited to the weather conditions and duration 
of the activity - Alcohol prohibited. 
- Respect the surrounding flora and fauna - On the outskirts of the Château de Chenonceau, Chisseaux and the beach 
at Montrichard, non-motorized boats do not have priority: keep as much distance as possible from the promenade 
boats and keep to the banks when passing them. 
- Avoid getting stuck and keep an eye out for branches and trees along the banks (if you capsize and there's a lot of 
current, stand on your back with your feet pointing downstream to avoid getting stuck in the river bottom).  
Rentals take effect as soon as payment is made and the equipment is handed over to the hirer. 
Average journey times are given on our website and rates and are for guidance only. No compensation can be claimed 
if the trip has been completed very quickly and hastily, or by a group of a higher standard than the average group.  
We rent boats according to the number of people departing and the size and weight of the hikers. We reserve the right 
to adapt the number of boats to the morphology of each participant. No one can impose the type of boat or number of 
canoes without our agreement. Aventure Canoë cannot be held responsible for any accident or incident caused by 
individual or group misconduct. No legal action may be taken against Aventure Canoë. 

All customers, hikers, undertake to respect the journey times. If the journey time is exceeded by more than 45 
minutes, a supplement of 15 euros per person will be applied and invoiced on arrival. Return shuttles are primarily 
for the return of the group's drivers. A deposit of 50% may be requested from the group, to be sent to the address 
indicated. It will be cashed as soon as the service is provided. The customer may not denigrate Aventure Canoë, its staff 
or employees without first seeking mediation with our company. Any denigration, threats of any kind, intimidation, false 
opinions or ratings referring to the customer's desire to harm Aventure Canoë will be prosecuted. Compliance with the 
terms and conditions published on the website is required. As a guarantee, proof of identity may be requested during 
the service. 

The hirer and all the members of his or her group undertake to reimburse the water sports center for the cost of any 
equipment lost or damaged, including return postage: SINGLE PAGAIE: 25€ - DOUBLE PAGAIE: 35€ - GILET: 35€ - 
CANADIAN CANOE: 950€ - CANOE: 850€ - Hand trailer: 900€ - Canoe trailer: 1600€. The hirer and his group 
acknowledge that they have taken out up-to-date civil liability insurance.  
I declare that I have read, understood and agree to abide by the safety rules and regulations. I accept responsibility for 
the equipment used.  

SIGNATURE(S) :


